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The National Grove of State Trees at the United States National Arboretum is 

in need of redesign to meet ecological and social needs. The Grove serves as a 

scientific and cultural landscape and can be repurposed to serve the public as an 

ecological demonstration for contemporary environmental issues. In an intensive 

effort to clean up the local rivers of the District of Columbia and the Chesapeake Bay, 

the two agencies of the District Department of the Environment and DC Water have 

enacted stormwater runoff fees, based on impervious surface fees, on all property 

owners located in the District of Columbia. The redesign of the Grove is compounded 

by the Arboretum’s need to add more parking to the area where the Grove is currently 

located. The objective of this thesis is to reimagine the design and interpretation of 

the Grove as well as address the impervious area charge assessments. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 The National Grove of State Trees (NGST) is located at the United States 

National Arboretum (the Arboretum) and serves as a scientific and cultural landscape. 

The current design is perceived as not fully meeting its mission and a redesign of the 

NGST is assumed to provide a landscape setting that better serves the public as an 

ecological demonstration for contemporary environmental issues.  This thesis 

explores and uses the redesign of the NGST at the Arboretum to demonstrate the 

ability to incorporate both the need for a redesigned grove but additional 

contemporary stormwater issues. The NGST is one section of the Arboretum that the 

arboretum officials would like to improve for the public. The existing trees in the 

NGST are native to their own state but many are in decline or have not survived. The 

overall feel of the grove itself is not one of energy or liveliness and the Grove lacks a 

clear landscape identity. Additional requirements for 480 parking spaces and 8 bus 

parking space were also needed. One of the issues of creating additional parking lots, 

concerns the impervious area fees associated with the new stormwater policies that 

the District of Columbia (the District) has recently been allowed to charge for federal 

properties. In summary, addressing stormwater fees, adding additional parking 

capacity and the need to create a successful public space and thriving grove are all 

considerations in creating the final design as part of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 The following literature review provides a brief overview of the District’s new 

stormwater policies and how they might influence parking options at the National 

Arboretum in Washington, DC. This literature review is organized into three sections. 

The first section pertains to the District’s stormwater policies and codes. The second 

section pertains to the different types of porous pavement and the advantages and 

disadvantages of each type including approximate investment costs and maintenance 

requirements. Finally, the last section pertains to selected precedence studies 

concerning other arboretums and towns that are engaged in retrofitting their property 

to handle stormwater concerns. 

District of Columbia Stormwater Policies and Regulations 

The following section is a literature review based on the District’s stormwater 

policies and regulations. It documents how recent federal government rulings shape 

the issue of stormwater among District residents, businesses, and federal agencies. 

Federal Government Financial Responsibility 

On January 4, 2011, President Barak Obama signed bill S. 3481 into public 

law 111-378. This law amends the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act to 

clarify the federal government’s responsibility for stormwater pollution. The law 

requires federal agencies to pay local governments for the federally mandated 

stormwater fees that are required to reduce polluted stormwater runoff.  

Public Law 111-378 of the 111
th

 Congress states; 

“Section 313 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1323) is amended 

by adding at the end the following: 

‘© Reasonable Service Charges- 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/usc-cgi/newurl?type=titlesect&title=33&section=1323
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‘(1) IN GENERAL- For the purposes of this Act, reasonable service 

charges described in subsection (a) include any reasonable 

nondiscriminatory fee, charge, or assessment that is— 

‘(A) based on some fair approximation of the proportionate 

contribution of the property or facility to stormwater pollution 

(in terms of quantities of pollutants, or volume or rate of 

stormwater discharge or runoff from the property or facility); 

and  

‘(B) used to pay or reimburse the costs associated with any 

stormwater management program (whether associated with a 

separate storm sewer system or a sewer system that manages a 

combination of stormwater and sanitary waste), including the 

full range of programmatic and structural costs attributable to 

collecting stormwater, reducing pollutants in stormwater, and 

reducing the volume and rate of stormwater discharge, 

regardless of whether that reasonable fee, charge, or 

assessment is denominated a tax.”
1
 

Due to this law, and federal government properties accounting for 20% of the 

District’s impervious surface, the District Department of the Environment (DDOE) 

will collect an additional $2.6 million in stormwater fees annually from the federal 

government. Prior to the law being signed, the federal government had been paying 

DDOE for the stormwater fee since 2001. However, these payments were stopped in 

2009 when the Government Accountability Office (GAO) determined that the 

stormwater fees were actually a tax and declared the federal government could not be 

taxed due to sovereign immunity. 

In January 2011, U.S. Senator Benjamin Cardin, D-Maryland stated: 

“Polluters, including the federal government, should be financially 

responsible for the pollution they cause. From Washington, DC, to 

Washington State, the failure of the federal government to pay 

localities for reasonable costs associated with the control and 
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abatement of pollution that originated on its properties has taken its 

toll.”
2
 

In the District, the actions of the federal government that have historically led 

to water degradation have included deforestation, weapons manufacturing, 

installation of combined sewer systems, historic dredge and fill activities and stream 

channelization which have severely polluted local waters such as the Anacostia 

River
3
. The issue of polluted stormwater runoff has become a major topic of concern 

as it is the fastest growing source of non-point source (NPS) pollution to the 

Chesapeake Bay as well as national waters in the United States. NPS pollution 

accounts for 40% of water pollution in the United States and is now considered the 

main cause of impairment to water quality.
4
 Therefore, bill S.3481 , signed into law 

amending the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act, had strong support not only 

from Cardin, but also; Senators James Inhofe, R-Oklahoma, Patty Murray, D-

Washington, Maria Cantwell, D-Washington, and George Voinovich, R-Ohio as well 

as Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton, D-District of Columbia. The legislation was also 

supported by the National Governors Association, the International City/County 

Management Association, U.S. Conference of Mayors, National League of Cities, 

National Association of Counties, Council of State Governments, and the National 

Conference of State Legislatures. 

Non-Point Source Pollutants 

NPS pollution is defined by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as 

coming “from many diffuse sources. NPS pollution is caused by rainfall or snowmelt 

moving over and through the ground. As the runoff moves, it picks up and carries 
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away natural and human-made pollutants, finally depositing them into lakes, rivers, 

wetlands, coastal waters and ground waters.”
5
 Impervious surfaces such as roadways 

and parking lots do not allow for rainwater to soak into the soil, therefore it quickly 

races off the land, transporting debris, oil, pesticides, fertilizers and other pollutants 

into our waterways [fig. 3]. Stormwater runoff from impervious surfaces is the main 

pollutant to the Anacostia Watershed, the watershed in which the Grove is located. It 

impairs the natural hydrologic system of stormwater being filtered through soil and 

 

  
Source: EPA6 

Fig. 1. Oil and Synthetics 

vegetation. These pollutants not only smother stream life, but the force and velocity 

of the runoff and the volume of water erodes stream banks and triggers local floods. 

However, due to its sluggish nature, the Anacostia retains 85% of the sediments it 

receives via.
7
  

Clean Water Act 

 The federal Clean Water Act of 1972 set pollution control obligations for all 

U.S. cities and municipalities. The new law (PL 111-378) signed by President Obama 

in 2011, requiring the federal government to pay stormwater fees, “ensures that 

stormwater management costs will be fairly shared among federal and local 

governments, residents and private enterprise” and also allows for DDOE to have 

sufficient funding to meet Clean Water Act goals.
8
 Since 2011, the District has been 
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aggressive in its approach in reducing and treating the flow of stormwater due to 

requirements set forth by the EPA for the city’s National Pollutant Discharge 

Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements of their Municipal Separate Storm 

Sewer Systems (MS4s).  

 The DC Water (formerly operated as DCWASA) operates a wastewater 

collection system that includes both a "separate" (MS4s) and a combined sewer 

system (CSS). Separate wastewater systems have two piping systems [fig. 2]. One 

system is for sewage from homes and businesses and the other is for stormwater. 

About two-thirds of the District is served by MS4s. The remainder is served by an 

antiquated CSS, which carries both raw sewage and stormwater runoff and was built 

before 1900.
9
 When a storm event occurs, the excess mixture of sewage and 

stormwater is known as a combined sewer overflow (CSO), instead of flowing to the 

water treatment plant, it overflows into surrounding waters [fig. 3]. 

 
Image: EPA10 

Fig. 2. Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) Diagram 
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Image: EPA11 

Fig. 3. Combined Sewer System and Combined Sewer Overflow (CSS, CSO) 

 

 DC Water has the responsibility of providing service to 725 square miles in 

the District, Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties in Maryland, and Fairfax and 

Loudon Counties in Virginia. This independent authority of the District government 

manages the Blue Plains Advanced Wastewater Treatment Plant, the largest advanced 

wastewater treatment facility of its type in the world, located on the Potomac River. It 

is capable of treating 330 million gallons of water a day. During a storm event, the 

water requiring treatment exceeds Blue Plains capacity, resulting in sewage being 

forced through CSOs to surrounding waters. DC Water’s cost of maintaining and 

replacing their aging infrastructure and replacing CSO’s has led to the District’s 

construction of a network of retention tunnels to capture stormwater and sewage. 

Clean Rivers Project 

“In 2005, DC Water entered into a consent decree that established a judicially 

enforceable schedule for implementation of a long term control plan (LTCP) to 

reduce combined sewer overflows.”
12

 The LTCP requires DC Water to build three 

large, underground storage tunnels to provide additional capacity to the combined 
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sewer system for stormwater. The Anacostia River Tunnel System is projected for 

completion in 2018, with the entire project for the Potomac and Rock Creek tunnel 

systems projected completion date set for 2025. This construction project is known as 

the Clean Rivers Project. Chicago and Milwaukee have also created similar 

stormwater tunnel networks. The 2011 cost estimate of the Clean Rivers Project was 

$2.6 billion. The project “aims to eliminate combined sewer overflows to the 

Anacostia River, Potomac River and Rock Creek, ultimately improving the health of 

the Chesapeake Bay.”
13

 Currently stormwater and raw sewage flow together in 

CSS’s, which accounts for one third of the District’s sewer system. When Blue Plains 

cannot accommodate all of the combined sewage flowing to the plant during a storm 

event, an “estimated 1.5 billion gallons of CSO’s are discharged into the Anacostia 

River, 850 million gallons into the Potomac River and 52 million gallons flow into 

Rock Creek each year” [fig. 4].
14

  

  
Adapted From: National Resources Defense Council15 

Fig. 4 

The Anacostia River has 15 outfall locations along its 6.6 miles located within 

the District and it receives about 60% of the CSO discharges making it one of the 

most polluted rivers in the country. Once the new tunnels are constructed, they will 
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retain the combined sewage until the storm event subsides and Blue Plains is able to 

treat the sewage.  

Clean Rivers IAC Fee 

The Clean Rivers Impervious Area Charge (IAC) is a fee which DC Water 

collects from commercial and residential customers of the District. Based on the 

amount of impervious surface on each property, these funds subsidize the tunnel 

network. The Clean Rivers IAC is separate from DDOE’s stormwater fee entitled 

“DC Government Stormwater Fee,” which is also based on the amount of impervious 

surface on a property. The Clean Rivers IAC takes into account the impermeable 

surfaces of a property that contribute to stormwater runoff that their properties deposit 

onto streets and thus contribute to CSO’s.
16

 The impervious surface square footage of 

a property is based on the District’s Geographic Information System (GIS) files that 

are used to calculate this information. The impervious surface is measured in 

Equivalent Residential Units or ERU’s. One ERU is equivalent to 1,000 square feet 

of impervious surface.  

Each month for the 2012 billing year, DC Water charges $6.64 and DDOE 

charges $2.67 for each ERU [fig. 6]. DC Water will be using the fees they collect to 

build the Clean Rivers Tunnel Project. DDOE’s collected fees go towards mitigation 

projects and administrative costs [fig. 5]. 

 DC Water DDOE 

Monthly Fee $2.67/month 

Per *ERU 

 

$6.64/month 

Per *ERU 

Allocation of Fees Stormwater Mitigation Practices 

and Administration 

Construction of Clean Rivers 

Tunnel Project 

 

*1 ERU = 1,000 sq. ft. Impervious Surface 

Fig. 5. DC Water and DDOE Impervious Surface Fee Comparison 
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Source: Permission granted by homeowner, e-mail March 19, 2012. 

Fig. 6. Example of a 2012 monthly bill from DC Water reflecting the Clean Rivers IAC charge and 

DDOE (listed as DC Government Stormwater Fee) charge for the property owners impervious surface. 

 

At present date, there does not seem to be a possibility of a large increase for 

DDOE’s fee of $2.67 per ERU. However, DC Water’s IAC is expected to greatly 

increase as the tunnel building progresses (see appendix 2). In 2010, DC Water was 

charging $2.20 per ERU [fig. 7]. In 2011, the fee was $3.45, however estimates given 

in March 2011, expected the IAC to increase to $6.19 per ERU for the 2012 billing 

year with increases of up to $23.76 per ERU by 2018 [fig. 8]. The actual fee for 2012 

ended up being $6.64. The annual IAC for the average single family 
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Adapted From: DC Water, Stormwater Around the Bay Conference 
17

 

Graph: Author 
Fig. 7. DC Water Estimated Impervious Surface Fees, October 2010 

 

 
Adapted From: DC Water LID Summit18 

Graph: Author 
Fig. 8. DC Water Estimated Impervious Surface Fees, March 2011 

 

homeowner will increase from $41.40 in FY2011 to $357.12 in FY 2019. In order to 

implement the Anacostia portion of the LTCP by 2018, as scheduled, DC ratepayers 

must bear the increases in DC Water’s IAC.
19

 As of January 2012, DC Water is in the 

process of partnering with DDOE on a plan for creating a stormwater mitigation 

practice guide that ratepayers may participate in, in an effort to reduce their bill. 

DDOE estimates that the maximum discount a rate payer could receive is 55%, 
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however DC Water has not yet stated what the maximum discount a ratepayer could 

be eligible to receive. 

The Clean Rivers Project broke ground on its 20 year construction process in 

October 2011. Upon completion, the three tunnels will reduce combined sewer 

overflows to the Anacostia River by 98% and to all three waterways – Rock Creek 

and the Anacostia and Potomac Rivers – by 96 percent. The predicted cost of the 

project, as of October 2011 is $2.6 billion. The Anacostia River tunnel should be 

operational by 2018 and the Rock Creek and Potomac River tunnels are expected to 

be functional in 2025.
20

  

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 

 The EPA is responsible for the NPDES permits where the discharge of 

pollutants is regulated. The District has been proactive in trying to gain control of 

their polluted waters. Their NPDES permit was recently renewed by the EPA. This 

indicates that the DDOE’s Storm Water Management Administration meets or 

exceeds the requirements of the EPA’s NPDES. The District received their NPDES, 

permit no. DC0000221, giving authorization “to discharge from all portions of the 

MS4s” to the receiving waters of the Potomac and Anacostia River’s, Rock Creek and 

tributaries to each water body effective October 7, 2011, expiring on October 7, 

2016.
21

 Polluted stormwater runoff is commonly transported through MS4s, from 

which it is often discharged untreated into local water bodies. MS4’s are not 

combined sewers, but in order to reduce contaminated stormwater runoff, prohibit 

illicit discharges, and to prevent harmful pollutants from being washed or dumped 
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into an MS4, operators must obtain a NPDES permit and develop a stormwater 

management plan (SWMP).
22

 

DDOE’s Impervious Surface Fees and Mitigation 

In addition to meeting requirements for the NPDES, the District has also 

worked on increasing tree canopy, installing green roofs and encouraging other best 

management practices (BMPs) through low impact development (LID) techniques, in 

an effort to absorb rainwater where it falls.
23

 These BMPs are paid for through the 

stormwater fee that DDOE collects. Stormwater fees are required for the District to 

implement BMPs to reduce pollutants from entering streams and rivers as required by 

the MS4 permit. Similar to the Clean Rivers IAC, the DDOE fee is based upon the 

square footage of impervious surface on a property. This fee can be reduced by 

property owners who implement BMPs such as replacing paved surfaces with 

pervious pavers, bioretention techniques and vegetation in the combined effort of 

capturing rainwater where it lands. As mentioned earlier, customers are charged for 

their ERU. Each ERU is $2.67 per month as of November 1, 2010.
24

  

In 2012, DDOE plans to implement a Stormwater Retention Credit (SRC) 

Trading Program. Regulated properties would be allowed to purchase SRC’s after 

retaining a minimum volume of stormwater on site for a net of 1.2 inches of retention. 

By creating a market for stormwater LID retrofit practices in the District, the: 

“SRC Trading Program has the potential to leverage the water quality benefit 

accompanying regulated development under the retention standard while 

maximizing flexibility for regulated sites. To achieve these benefits, DDOE 

must implement its SRC Trading Program in a way that ensures 

environmental outcomes.”
25
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To minimize administrative costs and to benefit from tested field practices and 

methods, DDOE’s program will review plans, perform inspections and follow 

enforcement procedures. Since the District is the first jurisdiction in the United States 

to implement such a program, DDOE is anticipating the need to evaluate impacts and 

be prepared to make mid-course corrections. 

Increasing stormwater retention is necessary to achieve the District’s required 

pollutant reductions under the Clean Water Act. Discounts of up to 55% of the 

stormwater fee will be available to both residential and non-residential properties that 

install stormwater retention strategies such as green roofs, permeable pavements, rain 

gardens, and other stormwater practices and techniques. Properties will contribute 

less runoff to the storm sewer system and property owner will benefit from reduced 

stormwater fees. 

DDOE has produced differential approaches for administering and calculating 

discounts for both residential and non-residential properties. This has been done to 

encourage participation and avoid making participation burdensome, particularly for 

residential properties. The District will face challenges as the first city in the U.S. to 

establish discounts implementing these programs and coordinating them with DC 

Water. To successfully “achieve the maximum benefit for stormwater retention in the 

District, these efforts will also need to coordinate with and complement other District 

stormwater programs, such as stormwater retention requirements for new 

development, stormwater retention credit trading program, and the District’s 

Riversmart incentive programs.”
26
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Porous Pavement and Low Impact Development 

The following section pertains to the ecological effects of impervious 

pavement and porous pavement. It is organized into several areas of research that 

examine both the options for pervious materials, as well as the effects of impervious 

materials on the environment e.g.; groundwater recharge, decrease in vegetation, non-

point source pollution, stormwater velocity and heat island effect. 

Issue of Imperviousness 

Parking lots are a typical sight in today’s landscape. The familiarity of them 

may be why the environmental impact and cost of parking lots are often publically 

disregarded. The majority of parking lots are constructed of asphalt, concrete, 

including aggregates of sand, gravel or crushed stone. This pavement is impervious, 

which means it prohibits the infiltration of the natural water cycle to take place. One 

of the problems that occurs is that stormwater runoff has not been allowed to filter 

through the soil in order for pollutants to be mitigated. “Unlike natural conditions 

where rainwater filters into the ground, impervious surfaces halt this process, 

inhibiting a watershed’s natural hydrological cycle and preventing groundwater 

recharge. As a result, water tables are lowered, reducing stream flow during dry 

periods, depleting water supplies, and exacerbating the negative impacts of 

droughts.”
27

 As stormwater travels over impervious pavement, it collects pollutants 

such as pesticides, fertilizers, petroleum residues and other contaminants and deposits 

them in nearby water bodies. The unnaturally high rate of these toxins and the volume 

of water both serve as a severe detriment to the local ecosystem. “Hence, parking lots 

degrade water quality, strain stormwater management systems, consume large 

amounts of land and resources and enable urban sprawl.”
28
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The EPA defines impervious surfaces “as any material that prevents the 

infiltration of water into the soil.”
29

 These surfaces include roofs, buildings, roads, 

sidewalks, patios, driveways and compacted soils. However, in the last 100 years, in 

correlation with the invention of the automobile; roads, highways, parking lots, and 

driveways have come to be an important landscape feature. In 1904, 93% of the roads 

in the United States were unpaved. The mid-20
th

 century’s, massive construction 

effort of the interstate highway system served to both stimulate and facilitate the 

growth of suburbia which lead to more imperviousness.
30

 The speed at which these 

roads and other impervious surfaces were constructed severely altered our ecosystems 

which served as a major shock to the environment which is now beginning to be 

understood. 

As land becomes more urbanized, compacted, and paved, several things 

impact the hydrologic cycle leading to degraded water resources [fig. 9]. During a 

storm event, the stormwater runoff is not able to infiltrate the soil which leads to 

increases in velocity and volume. Due to these issues, society has responded by 

installing pipes, gutters, dams, stream diversion, and channel straightening which has 

led to severe flooding as well as “flashiness” of peak discharges resulting in wider 

and straighter stream channels. The other concern with water infiltration is that 

groundwater is not recharged resulting in aquifers attenuating and affecting the 

quality and supply of our drinking water. This same water feeds streams and due to 

the decrease in groundwater, base flow in streams is reduced and sometimes 

eliminated.  
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“About 39 percent of the entire District was covered with impervious surfaces 

as of 2008, with the amount of imperviousness varying by neighborhood or 

ward from 30 to 60 percent. Development and urbanization have taken a toll 

on the natural features within Washington, DC. Over the past 30 years the 

District has lost 64 percent of its areas with heavy tree cover and experienced 

a 34 percent increase in stormwater runoff.”
31

  

 

 

32
 

Fig. 9. Increase in impervious surfaces result in less stormwater infiltration.  During a storm 

event, the stormwater runoff is not able to infiltrate into the soil, leading to increases in 

stormwater velocity and volume.
33

 

 

Decrease in Vegetation 

Other factors of urbanization are the removal of trees from areas such as the 

banks of waterways or riparian zones. Trees and shrubs stabilize banks by reducing 

the impact of erosion through their strong root systems. Riparian zones also filter and 

trap pollutants such as sediments, nutrients and chemicals from stormwater runoff 

before reaching the water body. These riparian buffers provide food and protection to 

fish and wildlife. Impacts of urbanization on streams result in a lack of riparian 
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vegetation which leads to waterways becoming more polluted, warmer in the 

summer, colder in the winter and fish and wildlife disappear from the area [fig. 10]. 

34
  

Fig. 10. Stream Changes Due to Urbanization 

Source of Pollution (NPS) 

Impervious pavements have gravely diminished our water quality as they are 

the main contributor of non-point source (NPS) pollution to waterways. The 

contaminants that can be found in this NPS pollution come from several sources 

including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) found in pavement sealants.
35

 

Cars also leave large amounts of pollutants on parking surfaces including grease, 

nitrous oxide from car exhaust, brake system debris, rubber particles from tires, oil, 
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antifreeze, hydrocarbons, and metals from brake linings. These NPS pollutants are 

known carcinogens that have detrimental effects on fish and wildlife. Studies 

conducted on brown bullhead catfish collected from the Anacostia River, found that 

50 percent had cancerous liver tumors and about 25 percent had cancerous skin 

tumors.
36

 

Stormwater Velocity 

Another impact of impervious surfaces is the increased velocity and force of 

the runoff produced. Contemporary parking lots typically channel water through 

drains, pipes and gutters quickly into the nearest receiving waters. “According to the 

U.S. Geological Survey, an impervious, man-made surface will generate two to six 

times more runoff than a natural surface.”
37

 The volume of all this water increases the 

risk of flooding as well as overwhelms the stormwater system which causes them to 

overflow. CSS’s burdened during storm events end up discharging CSO’s. These 

incidents pose human health risks and cause algae blooms to form, which leads to 

depletion of aquatic oxygen levels and eventually altering the habitat of that 

waterway. Fast moving water created during storm events is also responsible for 

erosion of stream banks. The sediments deposited into the water results in turbidity, 

which disrupts aquatic ecosystems by diminishing light transmission, reducing plant 

growth, altering food supplies, interfering with navigation, decreasing spawning 

habitat, and reducing shelter.
38

 Impervious surfaces can also have the opposite effect 

by creating streams that have an unnaturally low stream flow as a result of decreased 

infiltration reducing deep water and swift flowing habitats. “The decreased water 

quality and increase volume and velocity of runoff can lead to habitat loss, stress 
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aquatic species, and have an overall negative effect on biological diversity” in 

adjacent areas.
39

 

Heat Island Effect 

“Heat island” describes urban areas that are hotter than rural areas. The dark, 

heat absorbing material in asphalt parking lots and roadways are also responsible for 

contributing to the heat island effect. “Research indicates that urban areas are 2 to 8 

hotter in summer due to this increased absorbed heat.”
40

 The EPA reports these 

temperatures can be as much as 22 warmer at night.
41

 The heat affects local 

waterways when water flows quickly over the hot surface, rising in temperatures 

discharging into a nearby water body, and warming the receiving waters ultimately 

affecting fish and other aquatic life. The materials found in asphalt are not the only 

factors warming the property. Clearing land of trees and other natural vegetation 

promotes an unnaturally hot area as it removes shade and evaporative process that the 

vegetation once provided. A heat island effect not only impairs water quality, it 

contributes to increased air pollution, greenhouse gas emission, heat related illness 

and increases demands on energy for air conditioning.
42

 

Green Parking Lot Overview 

The best method to address the lack of infiltration in parking lot is the use of 

low impact design (LID) techniques. LID can be considered a best management 

practices (BMP) focused on improving hydrological functioning in built landscapes.  

“Stormwater best management practices (BMPs) include structural controls and 

bioengineering techniques designed to facilitate natural water cycling processes (i.e. 

evaporation, transpiration, and groundwater recharge) by capturing, filtering, 
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infiltrating and/or storing stormwater.”
43

 As stated earlier, some examples of BMPs 

include: swales, filter strips/vegetated buffer strips, riparian buffers, detention basins, 

and bioretention areas. These techniques minimize the impact on the environment 

caused by stormwater runoff and often lower site development costs while also 

increasing aesthetics. When used together, these stormwater treatment trains (STT) 

become even more ecologically valuable. Creative planning and design can 

considerably mitigate the adverse effects of parking lots. “Green parking lots” 

describe designs that incorporate a variety of “environmentally preferable features, 

including minimized footprint and/or impervious surfaces, use of stormwater BMPs, 

and use of recycled materials.”
44

 These designs can also provide several beneficial 

functions such as groundwater recharge, decreasing the rates of stormwater runoff, 

and filtering out NPS pollution. They can also decrease imperviousness, protect water 

quality, decrease stormwater management and maintenance costs, and be more 

visually attractive. Green parking lot techniques include on-site stormwater 

management, material selection, recycling and reuse techniques. To reiterate, the 

purpose of on-site stormwater management is to capture water where it falls and 

allow it to filter into the ground and eventually the aquifer instead of flowing off into 

local waterways such as the Anacostia River.  

Permeable Pavements Overview 

Due to the traditional impervious materials that are typically used in parking 

lot construction and the rise of stormwater issues related to parking lots, the 

construction industry has responded with numerous materials that are intended to 

address infiltration issues. Permeable materials are becoming more popular and are an 
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improved alternative in many jurisdictions. Some examples of permeable and semi-

permeable alternative pavements include gravel, cobble, concrete, wood mulch, brick, 

open-jointed pavers, turf blocks, natural stone, and pervious concrete.
45

 Porous 

pavements are successful in low traffic areas, such as parking lots and sidewalks. The 

most successful installations of these alternative pavements are found in coastal areas 

with sandy soils and flatter slopes. Permeable pavements allow stormwater to 

infiltrate into underlying soils promoting pollutant treatment and groundwater 

recharge, as opposed to producing large volumes of rainfall runoff requiring 

conveyance and treatment.
46

 Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavements (PICP) are 

recognized by the EPA as a BMP to reduce runoff and water pollution. Unlike 

conventional stormwater management solutions that concentrate and dispose of 

stormwater, PICP widely distribute runoff through “infiltration, detention, filtering 

and treatment.”
47

 PICP filter water through small-sized aggregates that are extremely 

permeable. Permeable joints allow water to flow into the “crushed stone, open graded 

aggregate bedding course.”
48

 By using PICP to control stormwater runoff volumes, 

rates and pollution reductions, municipalities are able to meet regulatory water quality 

criteria.
49

 Porous concrete is capable of filtering 3-8 gallons of water a minute 

through open cell structures that form due to a mix of coarse aggregate, cement, water 

and almost no sand. “The open cell structure of pervious concrete provides a medium 

for aerobic bacteria that break down many of the pollutants that leak from parked 

cars. It also enhances air quality by lowering atmospheric heating through lighter 

color and lower density decreasing the impact of heat island effects.”
50

 By using PICP 
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to control stormwater runoff volumes, rates and pollution reductions, municipalities 

are able to meet regulatory water quality criteria.
51

  

 Ferguson organizes types of porous paving into nine families.
52

 Information 

gathered from Ferguson’s literature was organized into tables for each paving family. 

The table provides the definition, advantages and disadvantages, as well as cost (if 

available) and maintenance requirements. The nine porous paving families are as 

follows: 

1. Porous Aggregate 

2. Porous Turf 

3. Plastic Geocells 

4. Open-Jointed Paving Blocks 

5. Open Celled Paving Grids 

6. Porous Concrete 

7. Porous Asphalt 

8. Soft Paving Materials 

9. Timber Decks 
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Table 1. Porous Aggregate Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Porous aggregate is any 

mass of particulate 

material such as gravel, 

crushed stone, crushed 

recycled brick, or 

decomposed granite. 

Single-size particles 

create an aggregate mass 

with 30 to 40 percent void 

space; such ‘open graded’ 

material can be extremely 

permeable to air and 

water.”
53

  

It works best in 

areas such as 

driveways or 

parking lots. 

Aggregate is 

useful in freezing 

zones where it is 

not noticeably 

effected by 

heaving soils. 

And it is typically 

used when 

restoring 

hydrology in 

watersheds. 

Aggregate is 

flexible for tree 

root spread.
54

  

Aggregate can be 

easily displaced 

by traffic unless 

used with a grid 

structure. 

Aggregate is 

the most 

common and 

least 

expensive 

pavement 

material. 

1. Periodic 

leveling and 

replacing 

displaced stone. 

2. Compacted 

tracks may 

occur. 

3. Treatment of 

weeds or 

spreading lawn 

grasses 

sprouting in the 

gaps between 

the aggregates. 

 

55
 

Fig. 11. Example of porous aggregate 
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Table 2. Porous Turf Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Maintenance 
Porous turf is a green open 

space that supports 

pedestrian or vehicular 

traffic. It can also be used 

for overflow parking and 

remains permeable as long 

as it does not become 

compacted by excessive 

traffic. 

Porous turf is a good 

material to use in 

areas where swelling 

soil or frost heave 

may occur. It can be 

used as a walkway or 

parking with 

frequencies of once 

weekly. 

Reinforcement with 

geocells, adds a green 

space look and 

flexible surface to 

settings with heavier 

or more frequent 

loads.
56

 

 

It is easily 

damaged if placed 

where topsoil is 

clay, since wheels 

and heels can dig 

into turf in wet 

weather. 

Regular mowing, once 

yearly fertilizing, 

periodic top dressing and 

irrigation. Because of 

maintenance, use should 

be predictable such as at 

an office, church or event 

parking. 

 

57
 

Fig. 12. Example of porous turf 
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Table 3. Plastic Geocells Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Maintenance 
Plastic geocells are 

“manufactured lattice-like 

products that hold aggregate or 

topsoil in their cells, inhibiting 

displacement and 

compaction.”
58

 Geocells work 

well in areas of aggregate and 

turf where demanding traffic 

would not allow them to act 

successfully on their own. 

Plastic geocells 

are flexible 

which allows 

them to move 

with the 

swelling and 

heaving of the 

land due to 

frost. 

 

Geocells may 

require a firm base 

depending on the 

soil and traffic 

loads. 

Depending on whether 

angular gravel or sod is 

installed over the 

geocells, the geocell units 

may require irrigation, 

reseeding, or top 

dressing. If a cell 

becomes loose, it may 

need to be anchored or 

firmly interlocked, panel 

to panel. According to 

Ferguson’s Porous 

Pavements, if the geocell 

is installed with a sandy 

medium, it resists 

compaction.
59

 

 

60 
Fig. 13. Example of plastic geocells 
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Table 4. Open-jointed Paving Blocks Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Paving blocks are 

solid units of concrete, 

brick or stone laid side 

by side to bear traffic 

loads. The models that 

can be used to make 

porous pavements are 

shaped to produce 

open joints between 

adjacent units.”
61

 

Many blocks are 

durable to the 

point of being 

able to bear heavy 

traffic. These 

pavements can be 

very permeable 

with the correct 

open-graded 

aggregate in the 

joints or through 

the use of open-

grade block. 

 

They also require 

a thick base 

course to avoid 

movement from 

heaving due to 

frost. This action 

may prevent 

infiltration 

through the block. 

Also, joint fill 

may become 

clogged and 

therefore porosity 

decreases. 

Prices vary, 

however, 

block 

pavements are 

expensive. 

Depending on 

the amount of 

use the parking 

area or driveway 

receives 

determines how 

often cleaning, 

vacuuming or 

replacement of 

joint fill occurs. 

Open grade 

pavers may only 

require periodic 

blowing or 

vacuuming of the 

joints if they 

become clogged 

due to leaf 

debris. 
 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 14. Example of open jointed paving blocks 
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Table 5. Open-celled Paving Grids Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Open-celled paving grids 

are units of concrete or 

brick, which are designed 

with open cells that can be 

filled with porous 

aggregate or turf. The units 

are laid side by side like 

blocks. The resulting 

surface is a grid work of 

solid ribs or pedestals 

commonly an inch or more 

side, alternating with cells 

of aggregate or grass.”
62

 

If traffic is 

infrequent and 

the area is 

maintained 

well, it will 

give the 

impression of a 

lawn like look, 

suitable for 

walking. This 

material is long 

lived and can 

bear the loads 

of heavy 

materials for 

such areas as 

emergency 

lanes. 

 

This pavement is 

best suited for 

lightly used 

parking stalls or 

infrequent traffic 

such as 

emergency access 

lanes. 

Paving 

grids 

require 

fairly 

expensive 

paving 

materials in 

order for it 

to remain a 

valuable 

surface. 

If the grass is 

poorly maintained 

or the cells are 

filled with 

aggregate, the 

irregular surface 

will make it 

difficult to walk 

across. It also will 

require mowing, 

fertilizing, top 

dressing and 

removal of thatch. 

This paving 

option should not 

be used in areas 

where the soil 

heaves or swells. 
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Fig. 15. Example of open-celled paving grids 
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Table 6. Porous Concrete Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Porous concrete is made 

of single size aggregate 

bound together by 

Portland cement, cast in 

place to form a rigid 

pavement slab. It is a 

subtle variation of 

conventional dense 

concrete, requiring a 

special specification and 

an experienced 

installer.”
64

 

Porous 

concrete has 

quite a long 

life as long as 

the concrete is 

properly 

installed. It 

also does 

extremely well 

in walkways 

and driveways 

where there is 

moderate 

traffic and it 

can handle 

heavy traffic 

loads. 

 

It is also 

susceptible to 

cracking due to 

heaving and 

being incorrectly 

mixed, which 

should be 

considered when 

used in colder 

climates. 

Although 

porous concrete 

costs more than 

dense concrete, 

due to its 

porosity, extra 

land is not 

required for 

retention ponds 

that may be 

required for 

stormwater 

control 

requirements. 

Little routine 

maintenance is 

required if 

installed 

correctly. 

Periodic 

vacuuming or 

pressure 

washing may be 

necessary if 

material 

becomes 

clogged. 

Studies done by 

Cleveland State 

University 

found “two 

possible sources 

of clogging 

were identified: 

landscape soil 

washing onto 

the pavement, 

and adjacent 

deteriorated 

asphalt 

pavements.
65

 

 

66
 

Fig. 16. Example of porous concrete 
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Table 7. Porous Asphalt Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Porous asphalt is made 

of single-size aggregate 

bound together by 

bituminous asphalt 

binder.”
67

 

Porous asphalt 

can be highly 

permeable. Once 

asphalt reaches 

the end of its 

life, it can be 

recycled on site 

and reused with 

the same 

infiltration as 

new asphalt. 

 

Although the 

permeability can 

be high, the 

binder can 

sometimes clog 

this benefit 

within the 

pavement 

structure and 

therefore must be 

installed 

correctly. 

Pollution from 

chemical binding 

agents in asphalt 

makes its way 

into waterways. 

Porous asphalt 

can cost less 

due to its 

porosity, extra 

stormwater 

control 

requirements 

may not be 

necessary.  

Seal coating 

cannot be done 

as it will clog 

pours, as will 

winter sanding. 

Brushing, 

pressure 

washing and 

vacuuming 

depends on the 

amount of 

sediment 

tracked onto the 

pavement.   
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Fig. 17. Example of porous asphalt 
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Table 8. Soft Paving Materials Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Soft paving materials 

include any granular 

material from an organic 

or recycled source such as 

bark, mulch, crushed 

shells, or rubber 

granules.”
69

 

This material 

works well in 

naturalistic, historic 

or informal settings 

where very light 

traffic (i.e. 

pedestrian 

walkways) occurs. 

It can “bring gentle 

beauty and 

integration with the 

organic life of the 

soil.”
70

 It can also 

act as a traffic 

calming device 

where pedestrian 

traffic comingles 

with vehicular 

traffic.
71

 

Soft paving 

materials can 

easily become 

compacted or 

displaced under 

excessive traffic 

or in windy areas 

or areas where 

concentrated 

surface runoff 

occurs. 

Low Soft porous 

surfacing materials 

should be laid 

approximately 12” 

thick if impact 

attenuation is 

desired and edge 

restraints should be 

installed. Also, a 

bed of open 

aggregate placed on 

the bottom will help 

with drainage. 

Periodic 

replenishing, 

leveling and 

weeding is 

necessary. 
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Fig. 18. Example of soft paving materials 
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Table 9. Timber Deck Analysis 

Definition Advantages Disadvantages Cost Maintenance 
“Decks and boardwalks 

are surrogates for 

pavements. They are 

bridge-like structures 

built on footings that 

suspend them over the 

soil surface. They leave 

the soil below almost 

entirely free for rooting 

and water infiltration. 

They are completely 

permeable to air and 

water as long as their 

decking components are 

perforated or spaced 

apart from each other.
73

 

Underlying soil 

does not 

compact under 

decks and they 

are suitable to 

freezing and 

swelling due to 

frost. Some 

desks are also 

suitable for 

vehicular traffic. 

Decks also 

allow for tree 

roots and soils to 

remain 

protected. 

 

Cost The cost 

can be 

quite high 

depending 

on the 

wood, 

foundation 

and other 

materials 

used. 

Timber structures 

have a history of 

longevity. If good 

materials are used, 

rusting metal or 

rotting wood should 

be minimal.  

 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 19. Example of timber decks 
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Precedent Projects 

The following selection provides an overview of selected precedent studies of 

other arboretums and towns that have undertaken porous pavement projects. Five 

precedent sites were reviewed and stormwater BMPs related to parking lots were 

noted.   The five sites include 1) Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois; 2) North 

Carolina Arboretum in Asheville, North Carolina; 3) Bladensburg Town Hall in 

Bladensburg, Maryland; 4) Autumn Trails Subdivision in Moline, Illinois; and, 5) 

Gotts Court and Visitor Center Parking Lot in Annapolis, Maryland.  

The Morton Arboretum, Lisle, Illinois 

Since its founding in 1922, the Morton Arboretum has demonstrated sustainable 

practices benefiting the environment and the community. As an advocate of greener 

environments and the conservation of resources, the Morton Arboretum has been 

conducting five different pilot tests of new commercial products designed to protect 

trees and the environment. These studies include the following materials: 

1. Filtercrete, a pervious concrete 

2. FilterPave, made of crushed recycled beer bottles, as well as a polyurethane 

binder to make a permeable walking surface. 

3. Aqua-Bric Paveloc, permeable pavers 

4. Eco-Optiloc Unilock, permeable pavers 
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Fig. 20. Morton Arboretum Permeable Paver Parking Lot 

 

The main parking lot for the Morton Arboretum  filters stormwater runoff 

before it reaches the ecosystem of Meadow Lake, habitat to plants, fish, birds, and 

amphibians [fig. 20]. Meadow Lake watershed drains into the DuPage River, which 

drains into the Des Plains River, continues into the Mississippi River, and ultimately 

empties into the Gulf of Mexico. The filtration through the parking lot occurs when 

rainwater and melting snow passes through layers of interlocking permeable pavers, 

fine gravel placed in between the paver gaps, followed by a four foot deep layer of 

gravel found beneath the pavers. This process not only cleans and cools the water, it 

slows it down instead of forcing it into a sewer grate, taking with it oil, and other 

fluids from cars as well as tar and other pollutants typically carried by stormwater.
75

 

As a pervious pavement and with use and wear over time, permeable 

pavements become blocked with sediment from soil, leaves or sediment, which slows 

infiltration. Although these surfaces require periodic cleaning for proper infiltration, 

the pavers at the Morton Arboretum proved to need little maintenance as it was 

sufficiently infiltrating water seven years after installation. 
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By 2009, the Morton Arboretum PICP parking lot had received considerable 

car and bus traffic, as well as sand and deicing materials in the winter. The surface of 

the parking lot had not been cleaned since its construction in 2002. To determine if 

cleaning was necessary and how the system had performed over a seven year period, 

pavers and jointing material were removed, in a heavily trafficked area, to observe the 

path and penetration of sediments in the joints. It was found that much of the 

sediment was trapped in the first ½ inch of the openings. When the pavers and 

jointing material were removed and there was no sediment visible on the bedding 

material or in the ASTM no. 57 stone base. This demonstrated the capability of PICP 

installation in trapping the surface sediment. 

Due to PICP trapping sediment in the jointing aggregates, some cases with 

low infiltration will require removal of the jointing aggregates and replacement.  

“This procedure was demonstrated at the Morton Arboretum parking lot using 

a vacuum machine capable of removing the aggregate and sediment captured 

in the joints. The vacuum was adjusted so that only the top inch of aggregates 

and sediment were removed. This cleaning process substantially increased the 

surface infiltration rate based on observing differences in the rate of water 

poured on and penetrating undisturbed and restored surfaces. After the surface 

was cleaned by removing aggregate and sediment, new aggregate was spread 

and swept into the openings there by refilling them to their original 

condition.”
76

 

PICP cannot have sand spread on them in the winter months when this process 

of street treatment occurs. Instead, the Arboretum uses a rubber tip, metal blade, 
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sweeper or deicing agent to keep the pavements clear, which is used conservatively to 

protect plant life and water quality.
77

 

FilterPave Project 
FilterPave is a product that mixes recycled, crushed beer bottles that have 

been processed to round the edges with a syrup-like polyurethane resulting in the 

texture of a Rice Krispy bar and laid like a concrete path. Due to its highly permeable 

surface, it allows water to quickly pass back into the ground water. The other benefit 

is reducing the heat island effect due to its lighter color than asphalt. 

This product has been tested for the past 16 years and tests results indicate that 

FilterPave can handle freeze and thaws well. Although it is susceptible to damage by 

winter plow blades, it allows water to quickly drain preventing ice build-up. This 

product is similar in cost to permeable pavers as it costs approximately $10 to $12 per 

square foot installed.
78

 

The North Carolina Arboretum, Asheville, North Carolina 

The North Carolina Arboretum installed its permeable parking lot so that it 

could retain a 10-year storm. The permeable pavers are set on 18 inches of washed 

gravel which acts as a temporary reservoir for the stormwater while slowing the 

momentum of the water and cooling it before it is released into local waterways. This 

permeable parking lot accommodates heavy traffic and receives annual maintenance 

in order to remove debris that clogs the permeability of the pavers.
79
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The Town of Bladensburg, Maryland 

                
Source: Author       Source: Author 

Fig. 21 Bladensburg, MD Town Hall PaveDrain Parking  Lot  Fig 22 Bladensburg, MD 
 

The EPA and the Federal Highway Administration organized the Green 

Highways Partnership in 2005 and recently began the Green Streets, Green Jobs, 

Green Towns, program (G3), piloted in the Anacostia Watershed with the town of 

Bladensburg, Maryland.  

“The G3 Initiative unites a town's green vision with tools needed to accelerate 

local greening efforts. The result is greater watershed protection, community 

livability and new green economic opportunities. The purpose of the G3 

Academy, comprised of technical, financial, planning and design assistance 

providers, is to bring the information and technology to the local town in a 

meaningful way. By tapping into the Academy, local governments and 

communities protect environmental resources by implementing best 

management practices and create new green jobs through these greening 

projects.”
80

 

Bladensburg installed an open grade concrete block system in the town hall parking 

lot that has been tested to handle a 7.6” per hour rain event without runoff [fig. 21 and 
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22]. The town administrator, John Moss, stated that after 13 months, the pavement 

system has not required vacuuming, needs less surface treatments during snow or ice 

events, and infiltrates 100% of the direct rainfall as well as all of the runoff from the 

roof of their building.
81

 

Autumn Trails Subdivision of Moline, Illinois 

PICP has proven to be cost effective in new development and redevelopment. 

One example of such cost savings on residential roads is located in the Autumn Trails 

subdivision of Moline, Illinois. About 39,000 square feet of permeable pavers were 

installed to eliminate the need for storm sewer inlets and pipes. According to 

developer estimates, using permeable pavers, without storm sewer drainage, was cost-

competitive with conventional pavements using standard drainage systems (2006 

prices). Cost comparison studies done included conventional pavements and curbing 

for all pavements as well as appropriate base materials and thicknesses [fig. 23]. 

Pavement 

System 

PICP 

no sewers 

Concrete 

w/sewers 

Asphalt 

w/sewers 

 

Cost/sf (m²) 

$10.95 

($117.82) 

$15.00 

($161.40 

$11.50 

($123.74) 
Adapted From: Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavements 82 

Fig. 23. Cost Analysis of Autumn Trails PICP vs. Conventional Pavements 
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Gotts Court and the Annapolis Visitor Center Parking Lot 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 24. Parking Lot 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 25. Raingarden and Walkway 
 

Gotts Court and the Annapolis Visitor Center parking lot were redeveloped in 

the Fall of 2009 by the O’Doherty Group Landscape Architecture firm [fig. 24]. The 

10,000 square foot site includes permeable paving to increase infiltration of 

stormwater runoff, six raingardens that capture water from the parking area providing 

for, 27 parking spaces; and recycled paving materials that accent the design and 

increase its sustainability. It has been referred to as a “parking garden”. 

 The design directs all stormwater runoff from the parking area into the six 

raingardens and if needed, to an overflow pipe [fig. 25]. In September 2011, 

Hurricane Lee soaked Annapolis with 8.11” of rain water. Even with that amount of 

water, the overflow pipe had an insignificant amount of water trickling out of it. “The 

rain naturally flowed in between the spaces between the pavers to an underground 

system of aggregates.” 
83

Whereas traditional impervious parking lot design would 

have allowed the water to sheet flow across the impervious pavement, collecting 

pollutants and distributing them into local waters. 
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Chapter 3: Design Project 

The methods for this design included inventory and analysis of the site as well 

as design exploration. The inventory included research into the location and history of 

the NGST and well as a photo documentation of the site. The analysis of the NGST 

includes document of the topography and vegetation. The design exploration focused 

heavily on pedestrian and vehicular circulation and the relationship between the 

proposed new Grove and the proposed parking. 

Location and History 

  
Source: EPA84 

Fig. 26. Location of United States National Arboretum within the Anacostia Watershed 

 

 The United States National Arboretum is located within the Anacostia 

watershed [fig. 26]. Home to over 800,000 people, the Anacostia watershed has the 

highest population density of all areas within the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
85

 

Seventy percent of the Anacostia watershed is developed and covered with 

Arboretum 
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approximately 43 square miles of impervious surfaces such as driveways, roads, 

parking lots, roofs, and sidewalks equaling 20 million cubic yards of concrete [fig. 

27].
86

  

  

Adapted From: DC Appleseed
 87

  

Graph: Author 

Fig. 27 

 

of development within the watershed occurred without systems in place to manage 

stormwater runoff and pollutants that combine with the stormwater and flow into the 

Anacostia River.
88

  The Anacostia River is a shallow tidal estuary that is fairly slow 

moving. It can take as many as 30 days for an object to move from the head of the 

estuary near Bladensburg, to the mouth of the River near Hains Point.
89

 Therefore it is 

unable to perform a natural cleaning process due to the inability to move trash, 

pollutants or sediments downstream as well as not being able to re-aerate itself which 

contributes to low dissolved oxygen.
90

 At one time the Anacostia River was deep 

enough that ocean-going vessels were able to navigate it. Historical accounts describe 

the river as having “extensive marshes, dense with wild rice, cattails, and reeds, lining 
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a deep-water channel” [fig. 28].
91

 This changed due to Maryland’s profitable farming 

industry. Plantations such as Montpelier in Prince George’s County alone cleared 

 

Fig. 28. The grey hatching around the Anacostia River shows the amount of marshes that once 

populated the river as shown in this map dated 1891. The current location of the United States National 

Arboretum is noted by the red dot. Map of Anacostia River in the District of Columbia and Maryland, 

surveyed under the direction of Lieut. Colonel Peter C. Hains, Corps of Eng'rs, October 24, 1891
 92

 

 

9,000 acres of forestland for tobacco fields. This clearing practice resulted in severe 

silting of the Anacostia River. Siltation followed by dredging, destroyed much of the 

ecologically beneficial marshes that filtered the polluted waters. Further damages 

resulted from expanding industry and unregulated dumping of sanitary sewage. 

Between 1920 and 1940, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers removed any remaining 

marshes in an effort to control malaria outbreaks.
93

 Today, the Anacostia River is 

mainly surrounded by non-vegetated and subsequently non-filtering mudflats. 

 The project site at the NGST, which is located in the District and falls within 

the Anacostia Watershed. The Anacostia Watershed encompasses territory in Prince 

George’s County, Maryland, Montgomery County, Maryland and the District of 

Columbia [fig. 29]. The total amount of land that falls within the project site is 35 

acres [fig. 30]. It is a combination of woodland, parking lot, streets, picnic areas and 

the NGST itself.  
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Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 29. Anacostia Watershed and 

District of Columbia Boundary 

 

 
Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 30. 35-Acre Thesis Boundary encompassing the National Grove  

of State Trees located on the southern boundary of the Arboretum 

 

The NGST is located within the southern portion of the United States National 

Arboretum [fig. 31]. It was first envisioned in 1989 by the National Association of 

State  

United States National Arboretum 
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          Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 31 United States National Arboretum, Washington D.C. 

Roads, property boundary and design site. 

 

Foresters (NASF).With the cooperation of the Arboretum, the American Forestry 

Council and the USDA Forest Service, the NGST was developed and implemented. 

The NGST was originally sponsored by the late Jeanne Yeutter, wife of the former 

Secretary of Agriculture, Clayton Yeutter. Mrs. Yeutter’s platform focus concerned 

the encouragement of tree planting and reforestation across America. She felt that 

school children were her most important audience. In 1990, Mrs. Yeutter stated “we 

have to start thinking about global warming now. We can’t wait until it’s a huge 

problem.”
94

 

 The original design for the NGST was done by HOH Associates [fig. 32]. 

Trees were installed in the NGST during the growing seasons of 1991-1993. Each 

State Forestry agency supplied trees from their home state, and planted them in the 

NGST. Each planting was followed by a commemorative ceremony. The goal was to 

include a trail with interpretive signs throughout, which would explain information 

about each of the trees. Unfortunately, this trail and interpretive signs were never 

N 
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Fig. 32. HOH Associates original plan drawing,  

including trails and interpretive sign nodes,  

of the National Grove of State Trees 

 

completed and there are no visible remains of the trail today. The NGST was 

originally intended as a “demonstration of the various environmental benefits of trees 

“ and “enhance our understanding and awareness of the natural environment” as well 

as act as a “living monument to America’s natural environment.”
96

  

 

                   
                                                                      Photo: author                                                            Photo: author 
Fig. 33. Image shows Wyoming state  

              trees in a failing state 

Fig. 34. Image shows remains of a tree left       

              in the NGST 
 

Unfortunately, many of these trees have either died or are in decline and therefore the 

NGST has open areas and is in need of a re-design [fig. 33 and fig. 34 and appendix 

1]. 
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Topography 

The current topography of the site varies considerably and has an overall 

grade change of 86 feet from its highest point to lowest point [fig. 35].  

  
Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 35. Relief Map 

 

Much of the site has a moderate slope of 8% to 15% (yellow sections of the 

slope map fig. 36). However, the next largest category of slope is the steep slopes of 

15% or more (red sections of the slope map) with the remainder of the areas being 

fairly flat at a slope of 8% or less (green sections on the slope map). 
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Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 36. Map illustrating the slope surrounding the site 

 

Hydrology 

 The NGST has seven main catchments on the property [fig. 37]. These 

catchments end up flowing to one of two main ravines that eventually lead out to the 

Anacostia River. The characteristics, acreage, high point and low point of each 

catchment are noted [fig. 37 – 39]. 

 
Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 37. Catchment Map 
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Fig. 38. NGST Catchment Acreage 

 

  
Fig. 39. Catchment Table Characteristics 

Vegetation 

 Existing vegetation within the site boundary varies. As a broad categorization, 

the site has been divided into four sections to describe the characteristics of the 

vegetation [fig. 40].  

  
Data Source: District of Columbia GIS 

Fig. 40. Existing Vegetation 
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Section A is a woodland containing oaks and sycamores. Section B is the 

largest containing the NGST and 317 trees of varying species [see appendix 8]. 

Section C is almost completely wooded with oaks, sycamores and few maples except 

for the former location of a building where asphalt pavement still exists from an old 

parking lot. Section D has a couple of trees, however it is main lawn and therefore 

mostly turf. 

 The 317 trees within the NGST collectively have approximately seven acres 

of tree canopy with nine acres of turf, two acres of road and one acre of parking lot 

[fig. 41 and fig. 42]. 

 
Fig. 41. National Grove of State Trees Existing Vegetation Graph 

 

 
Fig. 42 Thesis Site Vegetation Table 
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Site Master Plans 

 The current master plan for the Arboretum includes 149 parking spaces on the 

existing site. It also indicates the permanently closed M Street entrance, which still 

reflects a type of grandness with the double road leading into the Arboretum. 

 

97
 

Source: United States National Arboretum 

Fig. 43 Existing Master Plan and Thesis Focus Area 
 

 The 2000 proposed master plan by Marshall Taylor Rausch LLC [fig. 43] and 

the revised 2007 master plan by Rhodeside &Harwell, Inc. [fig. 44] reflects a plan 

with 980 parking spaces. 
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Source: United States National Arboretum 

Fig. 44. 2000/2007 Proposed Master Plan and Thesis Focus 

 

Site Uses 

 Traffic patterns in and around the site suggests that the NGST is  underutilized 

[fig. 45]. On one busy spring 2012 weekend site visit, most pedestrian and vehicular 

traffic was passing the NGST by way of Ellipse Road on the north side of the site 

[fig. 46 and fig. 48]. If cars did come onto the site, they continued to drive through. 

Other drivers were seen venturing onto the site but realized they have made a wrong 

turn as they were attempting to go through the closed M Street entrance and were 

forced to drive in reverse to turn around as there is not even an area for drivers to turn 

around [fig. 47]. Others were seen to park in the existing lot but did not leave their 

cars [fig. 49]. 
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 Source: Author’s Personal Observations 

Fig. 45. Vehicular and Pedestrian Traffic 

 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 46. Vehicular Traffic Bypassing Site 
Source: Author 

Fig. 47. Vehicle Attempting to through Closed Gate 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 48. Pedestrian Traffic Bypassing  
Source: Author 

Fig. 49. Parked vehicles and drivers 
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 When the NGST was actively being used, it was typically due to children 

playing kickball, climbing some of the tree stumps lying around. Most commonly, 

families use the site for picnicking. The NGST is a very successful picnic area and 

this activity is a desired part of the redesign program. Picnicking is one of the current 

activities that draw people into the site [fig. 50]. 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 50. Family picnicking 

 

Existing Stormwater Treatment 

 The state of the current stormwater measures within the site is very poor. They 

are mostly in need of being rebuilt as many stormwater inlets and grates are buried 

under years of eroded soils, paved over, or are not functioning in the way originally 

intended [fig. 51, 52, and 54]. Stormwater rushing down the hill to the outfall has 

severely disintegrated the pipe and eroded the ravine that the water is directed to [fig. 

53]. 
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Source: Author 
Fig. 51. Existing Sewer Grate 

Source: Author 
Fig. 52. Existing Sewer Inlet 

 

  
Source: Author 
Fig. 53. Damaged outfall 

Source: Author 
Fig. 54. Buried Grate 

 

The hydrology of the site has water flowing from the highest point on the west 

side, crossing east towards the ravine that eventually flows out to the Anacostia 

River. Due to the impervious surface fees instituted by District government, it is 

important that all water remain where it lands. Figure 65 shows the original 

topography as well as the proposed path and street design that will be discussed later. 
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Data Source: Arboretum 

Fig. 55. Original Topography with Proposed Trails and Road 

 

Enhancement Opportunities 

 The NGST has several opportunities for enhancement. Current views, 

improvements, education and using the existing plant structure are all design 

opportunities.  Views of the site include the stately Capitol Columns viewshed to the 

north of the Grove which can be seen from anywhere around Ellipse Road or the 

historic gate from the former M Street entrance. The tranquility and seasonal colors 

offered by the existing vegetation also create viewshed opportunities [fig. 56].  

 
Photo Source: Author 

Fig. 56. Various Views of the Arboretum from the Grove 

 

 

Enhancement potentials for the site include rebuilding or modernizing the 

restrooms as well as creating inviting picnic grounds on a mulch base, which would 

avoid worn out and bare dirt conditions [fig. 57]. The redesign of the road system 
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could also bring additional people into the site rather than encouraging them to 

bypass the Grove which is what happens with the current road layout. Another 

enhancement opportunity is the consideration of other options to display state trees in 

a way that is educational, beautiful, and low maintenance. 

Photo Source: Author 
Fig. 57. Various Enhancement Possibilities within the Grove 

The redesign of the NGST offers many educational possibilities. Providing 

more prominent, eye appealing, signage or place identification could draw people to 

the site [fig. 58]. Displaying signs that inform the visitor about the plant species but 

also how it benefits the environment would be helpful in the educational experience. 

Also of value would be signage about Jeanne Yeutter’s role in the NGST and the 

importance of stormwater in the District. 

Photo Source: Author 
Fig. 58. Various Educational Possibilities within the Grove 

The features on the site include trees that can be used to provide shady picnic 

areas, educational opportunities, and beauty [fig. 59]. One way to handle the 

declining trees is to mulch them to recycle when they need to be removed. They can 

also be used in creating new play areas for children for climbing. It is important to 
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maintain as many healthy trees as possible and allow for the natural decline of non-

native trees for potential replacement or open area.  

 

Photo Source: Author 
Fig. 59. Natural Features on the Site 

The impervious surface fees that DDOE and DC Water has enacted upon the 

federal government is another factor that needs to be considered in the new redesign 

of the NGST. The Arboretum will pay a total of $16,164.60 in impervious surface 

fees this year for the current 145 ERU’s within this project site unless a redesign of 

pervious pavement and stormwater mitigation is completed [fig. 60]. 

 

DC Water 

  

DDOE 

 FY 2012 Fees  

$11,571.00 + $4,593.60 = $16,164.60 
Fig. 60. Estimated 2012 NGST Impervious Surface Fees Paid 

 

Based on the actual 2012 fee and the projected increases, the NGST’s 145 

ERU’s is costing approximately $964.25 per month and should it remain in its current 

design state, cost projections from March 2011 predictions estimate that the monthly 

fee for the NGST will be $3,445.20 [fig. 61]. 
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Adapted From: DC Water LID Summit, March 2011 

Graph: Author 
Fig. 61. Estimated NGST Monthly Fees to DC Water 
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Chapter 4: Design Results 
 The design program requirements include two primary elements.  The first 

major element is the redesigned grove. The second major design element is the 

requested parking for 480 cars plus eight buses that serve both the Grove and serves 

as temporary parking for buses and cars for all areas of the Arboretum. Three major 

street layouts were created and used as the basis for the initial spatial diagramming 

which focuses on circulation as the initial organizing aspect for the two primary site 

elements in the program [fig. 62]. Three overall vehicular circulation layouts were 

created. 1.) “intersect”, which followed the topography of the site, 2.) “ellipse”, which 

followed in a circular manner into the southern area of the site, and 3.) “bypass”, 

which represents the existing circulation layout. The next consideration for these 

circulation designs was the size and arrangement of the parking lots in various 

schemes for each of the three circulation layouts. 
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Fig. 62 Spacial Diagramming Using Three Street Layouts. 

 

A template, of 360 square feet was used for each parking space, which was 

used to estimate the size requirements needs for each parking lot [fig. 63 and 64]. 

Using the parking template and the three base street designs, five diagrams were 

created and a design matrix was used to determine the merits of each of the 

circulation layouts. 
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Source: Author 

Fig. 63. Parking Template, Section View 

 
Source: Author 

Fig. 64. Parking Template, Plan View 

 

 Each layout was further looked at critically and advantages and disadvantages 

were noted. After scoring all fifteen designs and evaluating them with the design 

matrix [appendix 4], four designs were selected that provide the most benefits, 

[circled in figure 62 and were then further developed in appendix 4]. A final layout 

was selected that provided the best overall benefits [appendix 5]. This layout was 

used for further design development [fig. 65a]. 
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Fig. 65a 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 65b. Final Design Spacial Diagramming 

 

 The final design resulted in three main elements in the proposed concept 

master plan (Figure 65b). These elements included; the National Oak Grove, the State 

Trees Plaza and the National Oak Grove Parking Area. Each area also included 

further elements and a site program. The overall design layout was driven by the 

arrangement between the vehicular circulation, selecting a more prominent and 

central location for the Grove. Other considerations included ways to keep 

pedestrians safe and providing a clear identity to the Grove to encourage more 

visitation. 
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National Oak Grove Master Plan 

Based on the selected circulation scheme and the analysis of the site, a more 

specific illustrative plan (fig. 64) was created to convey the site elements. The 

illustrative plan shows the three main elements of the master plan, which includes the 

National Oak Grove, the parking areas, and the State Trees Plaza and Meadow. Each 

of the primary elements includes an in-depth program of elements. The first primary 

element is the National Oak Grove. 

 Source: Author 
Fig. 64. National Oak Grove, State Tree Plaza and Parking Area Master Plan 

 

Oak Grove 

The existing NGST includes trees that are not native to the District and 

therefore labor intensive and unable to survive in the District without significant cost. 

The Grove is proposed to be converted into the National Oak Grove as the oak 
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became the national tree through an act of Congress in 2004. Although the existing 

trees will remain intermingled with the oaks, they will be allowed to decline until 

they are removed and replaced with an oak of any cultivar or left as an open area. 

(See appendix 12 for a list of state trees currently existing in the site.) 

Paths 

The National Oak Grove and paths were designed on axis with the Arboretum 

visitor center, Capitol Columns, and Capital. The linear layout of the National Oak 

Grove was chosen as it has a formal design style to accent the already formal setting 

of the existing site design. To draw people to the site, various elements were chosen 

for the Grove. The layout of the paths are direct and lead visitors from the parking 

lots through the Grove and directly to the State Trees Plaza. A path parallel to Ellipse 

Road on the north side of the street was included so that pedestrians and vehicles are 

not sharing the same curved road where visibility may be dangerous for drivers. Also, 

raised crosswalks are being proposed for pedestrians to cross Ellipse Road from the 

parking lots into the grove. Raised crosswalks are best suited in areas where a 

significant number of pedestrians cross the road. This design does not detract from 

aesthetics and can be made with complimentary materials such as brick. They provide 

easy maneuverability for bicyclists, whereas other types of vehicle calming devices, 

such as chokers and neckdowns, may be dangerous for bicyclists since they would 

have to share tighter traffic lanes with vehicles. [A matrix was created to determine 

how this pedestrian crossing was determined. Appendix 6 and 7.] 
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Recreation 

Another element includes a passive recreation lawn where people can throw a 

Frisbee, children can kick a soccer ball to each other or people can simply lay out a 

blanket for a picnic. However, this is not the only place for people to gather for a 

picnic. Throughout the grove, picnic tables are proposed. The picnic tables in the 

existing NGST site are used so extensively that the turf has been worn away. 

Therefore, tables should be placed randomly throughout the site. However, they 

should be a fairly permanent fixture set on top of a mulch base where the turf cannot 

be worn away to bare soil. A children’s play area is also being proposed. The vision 

for this play area includes natural elements such as tree trunks for climbing, jumping, 

sitting, balancing, and hiding. As the existing trees in the NGST decline or other trees 

in the arboretum need to be removed, the wood from these resources can be used for 

mulching or creating climbing elements. These elements could include 5” to 12” high 

stumps secured in a row on the ground where children could hop on them like 

stepping stones. Also, long logs secured on the ground where children could use them 

like a balance beam. Large trees could be used in their entirety where small, weak 

limbs should be removed and thicker branches that are weight bearing are left. The 

tree can then be laid on the ground where children can climb on it similar to a jungle 

gym.  
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Parking 

Overflow parking for 240 cars is also proposed. This lot will be located in the 

large center parking area [fig. 64]. This curb less overflow parking lot is designed 

using pervious concrete grids in the aisles and flexible paving in all non-handicapped 

parking spaces. The overflow parking lot is only needed a couple times a year for 

special events. During off-times, this lot should be closed to traffic to allow the 

paving materials to remain viable for infiltration of water 

Parking for eight buses is located on the edge of all pedestrian crossings. This was 

done in an attempt to bring buses in from the visitor center, past the Capital and to the 

bus parking lot so to keep buses as far away from main pedestrian movements as 

possible. Pervious open grade block is proposed for this area [fig. 24 and 25]. 
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State Trees Plaza and Meadow Master Plan and Program 

The second primary element is the State Trees Plaza and Meadow [fig. 67]. 

Circulation continued to be a driving force in the master plan of the State Trees Plaza 

and Meadow. The three main elements of the State Trees Plaza and Meadow include 

1) the Overlook Terrace, 2) the meadow, and 3) the canopied pergola and State Trees 

Wall. 

 Source: Author 
Fig. 67. State Trees Plaza 

Overlook Terrace 

The terrace is the central element of the design as it overlooks one of the most 

prominent features of the Arboretum, the Capitol Columns as well as the great lawn 

and hill to the azalea collection [fig. 68]. This terrace also doubles as a stage for 

outdoor concerts, allowing for a beautiful backdrop of the Capitol Columns. The 
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other element for the terrace includes an U.S. flag on a flag pole approximately 70 to 

100 feet tall. This element was chosen due to signify the relationship between the 

National Grove and the United States Arboretum. This element will also provide a 

landmark which will be visible from areas that are on the north side of the great lawn. 

The flag will also share a location with the proposed new Jeanne Yeutter memorial. 

Mrs. Yeutter was the wife of the Secretary of Agriculture (1989-1991), Clayton 

Yeutter. As the sponsor for the original grove, this memorial will honor her and 

explain her love of trees and their importance. 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 68. Birds-eye view of Plaza looking North 

Meadow 

 The meadow serves as the central open space framed by the overlook terrace 

on the north and the Canopied Pergola and State Trees Wall on the south. A five foot 

mow strip is proposed around the perimeter of the meadow as well as the north side 

of Overlook Terrace to maintain a clear edge to help reinforce the open space. The 

meadow provides a location for outdoor concert attendees to picnic while enjoying 
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any type of outdoor performance. It can also serve as an area where plant sales can 

take place or tents can be set up for various types of fairs or markets. The meadow 

will be planted with a native wildflower and grass mix and will be allowed to grow 

naturally, unless it is needed to be moved for an event. The topography of the 

meadow has been modified to create a low spot that is underdrained into a raingarden 

outside of the plaza meadow [fig. 69]. Yearly prescribed burns are recommended to 

keep the meadow healthy. A five-foot mow strip is also proposed around the 

perimeter of the meadow as well as the north side of Overlook Terrace. 

 

 

Source: Author 
Fig. 69. Meadow Section 

 

Canopied Pergola and State Trees Wall 

This area consists of two pergolas, ladies and men’s restrooms, and the State 

Trees Wall [fig. 70]. Two pergolas on the west and east side of the plaza are proposed  
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Source: Author 

Fig. 70. Perspective of meadow and State Tree Interpretative Wall 

 

for seating or meeting locations for large groups or the general public [fig. 72]. Rows 

of benches should be placed there so that school groups visiting the Arboretum have a 

place to congregate and use as an outdoor classroom. Beside the west pergola is the 

ladies restroom and the east pergola is the men’s restroom [fig. 71]. The area between 

the two restrooms, on the south side of the plaza is the State Trees Wall. The program 
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Source: Author 

Fig. 71. Perspective across Meadow looking towards Crabtree Road 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 72. Perspective of Secondary Trails Around Plaza and Pergolas 

 

envisioned for the State Trees Wall includes elements that complement the sandstone 

Capitol Columns and allow for the opportunity for learning about the State Trees. A 

six foot tall wall including a two foot tall sandstone base with a three and a half foot 

tall glass panel and a six inch sandstone cap set atop the glass will contain the 
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interpretive panels for the State Trees (fig. 73). The glass will include a three 

dimensional sculpture of each state tree visible from either side of the wall as well as 

information concerning the environmental benefits and other information of each tree 

in its natural setting. 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 73. Perspective of State Tree Interpretative Wall 

 

To provide for further opportunities for public education, a raingarden 

including interpretive signs, regarding stormwater mitigation practices is proposed to 

the southeast side of the State Trees Wall [fig. 74]. This will demonstrate to the 

public the importance of rainwater and hydrology and how the Arboretum is 

protecting this resource through mitigation. Further educational opportunities 

concerning permeable pavers and their influence on stormwater will be provided 

through interpretative signage. Due to the impervious surface fees charged by the 

District, permeable paving is recommended for all of the paths throughout the site. 

Mitigation is being included where possible, which would allow for future discounts 
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by the District. Should the paving be 100% pervious, the District does not charge any 

impervious surface fees. 

 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 74. State Tree Wall and Raingarden Section 
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The National Grove Parking Lot and Program 
Stormwater education, site disturbance and the need for a total of 480 parking 

spaces were the main factors that determined the parking area locations. A concept 

plan for a 120 car-space parking was created to illustrate how typical hydrological 

interventions are incorporated into the space [fig. 75]. This concept plan includes five 

handicapped parking spaces and eight motorcycle parking spaces. The plan has three 

main elements including parking lots, bioretention, and the ravine overlook. 

 Source: Author 
Fig. 75. Concept Plan of Daily Use Parking Lot 
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Parking Lots 

The daily parking lots will include curbing around the perimeter of the 

parking lots in order to keep cars from driving into surrounding turf. Pervious open 

grade block [see fig. 24 and fig. 25] is proposed for these regularly used parking lots 

as this type of block requires limited maintenance other than using a leaf blower 

periodically as there is no aggregate between the block. Timber decks are proposed in 

the design for vehicle crossings at all bio-retention cells so that hydrological process 

is not interrupted.  

The topography has been altered from its original state for the programming of 

the thesis in order to retain stormwater on site. Several rain gardens, underdrains, 

swales and bioretention cells have been proposed for the site. The hydrology for the 

Parking areas were altered to direct stormwater into the bioretention areas [fig. 76]. 

 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 76. Redesigned Site Hydrology 

 

Should there be overflow, there are bioretention swales and raingardens located 

around the south/east perimeter of each parking area. The Maryland Dept. of the 
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Environment Environmentally Sensitive Design Guidelines (July 2010) was used to 

determine catchment and rain garden calculations. It was determined that one 

bioretention cell (circled in orange, fig. 76) is capable of capturing 16,666 cubic feet 

of rainfall from a 1.2” storm (equivalent to the area outlined in purple in fig. 76). 

Bioretention Medians and Boardwalk 

The overall size and connectivity of the bioretention medians will allow for 

median trees to spread and intermingle, producing a stronger root structure and tree. 

These areas are proposed to be 6” deep and without curbs to allow for better water 

infiltration. Parking spaces will include a parking block to keep cars from rolling into 

these sensitive areas. 

This boardwalk will go through the center of the parking lots and will have 

interpretative signs that will teach visitors about the bioretention cells, raingardens, 

pervious pavement and how they all effect stormwater [fig. 77]. 

 

  

Source: Author 
Fig. 77. Bioretention Boardwalk Section 
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Ravine Overlook 

This overlook will extend over the ravine on the southeast side of the site. 

This ravine currently receives most of the stormwater flow, which due to its velocity, 

has damaged the ravine [fig. 78]. This overlook is proposed to have interpretive signs 

that explain the damaging effects of stormwater velocity and how the Arboretum is 

restoring the ravine. 

  
Source: Author 

Fig. 78. Photo Collage of Eroded Ravine on Southeast Side of Site 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

The objective of this thesis was to explore and use the redesign of the NGST 

to demonstrate the ability to incorporate both the need for a redesigned grove as well 

as addressing contemporary stormwater issues. This objective was met through 

consideration of circulation, parking needs, removing the least amount of existing 

trees as possible as well as creating a unique way to inform the public about the state 

trees. 

The National Oak Grove was determined to be a logical choice for replacing 

the NGST as many types of oaks are able to survive in the District and very few of 

the state trees are able to thrive in the Districts climate. Instead of trying to keep the 

state trees alive, the State Trees Wall was proposed as an alternative where visitors 

could still learn about these trees and see them in a realistic manner. 

The layout of the streets, paths, and parking lots were determined through 

evaluating how visitors would move through the site. The final design leads visitors 

into the National Grove rather than allowing them to bypass the site as is the existing 

design. By moving Ellipse Road so that it circles around the south end of the National 

Grove and places the parking lots on the south side of Ellipse Road, visitors are 

successfully encouraged into the site. They are then directed to cross Ellipse Road 

and walk into the site to move to other locations. However, by completing this 

process, the site was also given elements that visitors would find appealing and 

possibly draw their curiosity. 
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The National Grove has been designed in a way that will provide for social 

needs. Picnic areas are proposed throughout as well as a children’s play area, a 

passive recreation lawn, and a State Trees Plaza and Meadow.  

The concerns over stormwater runoff and impervious surface fees were 

addressed through analyzing the hydrologic flow of the site. Raingardens, 

underdrains, bioretention cells, and swales are located throughout the redesigned site. 

These BMPs offer the Arboretum the opportunity to educate the public about 

rainwater and trees. Through the design of these BMP techniques, the Arboretum’s 

impervious surface fees should be greatly decreased if not negligible. 

Future research should include how the public interacts with this design. Also, 

research about stormwater mitigation practices and how the public can reduce their 

own impervious surface fees could be demonstrated at the new National Grove.  

In summary, the growing trend for jurisdictions to charge for stormwater fees 

gives the opportunity for organizations, such as arboretums, to use this incentive to 

incorporate BMPs as an educational tool. The result will lead to a better informed 

public who views rainwater as a sustainable resource that needs to be fostered and 

protected. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1 Photos of Current Appearance 

Source: Author 
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Appendix 2. National Grove of State Trees Yearly Fees to DC Water 

 
Adapted From: DC Water LID Summit, March 2011 

Graph: Author 

 

The March 2011 estimates for the yearly Clean Rivers Impervious Area Charge show 

that the yearly fees for the 145 ERU’s within the project scope will more than triple in 

the next five years. 
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Appendix 3. Spacial Diagram Matrix 

 

This matrix was completed in order to score the spatial diagrams completed early on 

in the design process to determine which design would be best for the site. The lowest 

scores were the most desirable. The four designs that scored the lowest were analyzed 

closer and redrawn more to scale. 
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Appendix 4. Second Set of Designs 

 

The four remaining designs were drawn more to scale with an accompanying 

relationship diagram. They were evaluated by a simple pros and cons list to make a 

final determination. See chapter 4, page 57-58 for more information. 
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Appendix 5. Second Design Matrix 

 

The pros and cons list for the final 4 designs resulted in Diagram 2A being the basis 

for the resulting design. 
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Appendix 6. Traffic Calming/Crosswalk Design Options 
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Appendix 7. Traffic Calming/Crosswalk Matrix 
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Appendix 8. National Grove of State Trees Tree Inventory 

Source: United States National Arboretum 
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Appendix 9 National Grove of State Trees Soil Map and Descriptions 

 
Source: United States National Arboretum 

 
Source: United States National Arboretum 
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 Source: United States National Arboretum 

 Source: United States National Arboretum 
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Appendix 10 Sewersheds 

 
Source: District of Columbia GIS 

The thesis site location is outlined in green. 
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Appendix 11 Archaeological Site Map 

 
Source: United States National Arboretum 
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Appendix 12 National Grove of State Trees Inventory Chart 
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Appendix 14 Presentation Boards 
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